
 DEVELOP
* Obviously we can’t fly. This is how we feel when we’ve rocked a deployment - you can too! 

*



WE BELIEVE SOFTWARE DRIVES BUSINESS  
And developers drive the code which runs software.  
Software which changes the world around us and  
the environment we interact with for the better. 

SO..WE ARE SOFTWARE  SUPERHEROS 
& YOU CAN BECOME ONE TOO
by accelerating your development, and delivering 
more functionality with better results, faster -
you can become a software superhero too.

We’re here to help businesses grow and increase their 
bottom line by saving them time, money, and resources 
with software development and modernization tools, 
custom technology solutions, and consulting services.

We have found that there is much more to software 
development than the bits and the bytes. It’s about the 
Business that invests in it, the People that use it, and 
the Team that delivers it. It is about the speed and quality 
of delivery. The results are what matter the most. That is 
what we focus on.

For us, software development is about creating software 
users love and providing tools for others to do the same.

surroundtech.com/about
Scan or visit for the latest information about us 
and learn the processes which can help 
you begin developing smarter.

Agile Software 
Architecture

User Centered
Design (UX)

Proven 
Processes

Innovative
Solutions

Skilled
Consultants

Trusted
Partners



Surround is home to some extraordinary 
developers who are often revered as super-
heroes by our customers. We, unfortunately, 
do not actually possess super-powers. To 
achieve our vision we needed to innovate. 
To create tools to accelerate our and our  
customer’s development. And, by accelerate, 
we mean much more than just doing it faster.  
We needed to deliver better results and more 
functionality. Ultimately, we wanted it all, so we 
had to create tools to help us work smarter!

That’s why we built Accelerator. It enables and 
supports Surround’s Accelerator Software 
Development strategies and helps us reach 
those goals by focusing on 4 major solution 
areas: Accelerator’s Core Architecture and 
Software, the essential part of your software 
that defines how it will operate and perform. 

Development Accelerators, which help  
generate complete systems or individual  
applications in minutes, not months.  
Accelerator provides best-of breed Rapid 
Application Development through advanced 
automation techniques used within an agile 
procress. And, lastly, the Accelerator Server 
which ties everything all together for the end 
solution.

Visit: surroundtech.com/accelerate
for details and videos to help you learn more 
about our Accelerator product and see what 
amazing, well architected and designed  
software you can produce incredibly fast!

Try it free today at: 
surroundtech.com/trial

Develop Faster / Develop Better / Develop More

Accelerator is a comprehensive end-to-end software development solution that drives faster 
development with better quality & more functionality to deliver software that people love!  
You can automate and accelerate your Mobile, Web and Windows software development.



Custom Development is who we are,  
it’s what we do.  Welcome to our world. 
At our core, we are Custom Software Developers. We help you  
divine the optimal path forward, crafting solutions that equally 
leverage existing resources and new technologies. And we do it 
absent of technological obsessions or prejudice, within budgets, 
and yet fanatically dedicated to inspired solutions. We live to meet 
the next design challenge and over-achieve your expectations.
That’s Delivering Software People Love.

Speak with our experts now to discuss ways in which you can 
deliver software faster with better quality and greater functionality. 
Software that will get your company where it needs to be. Software 
that your company, customers, and business partners will all love!

We’re there to help and instruct you  
when you need it, where you need it.

No Worries - We’ve got it all covered.

Custom Software Development
Building Software Specific To Your Needs

On-Demand 
Mentoring & 
Development

Managed
Application
ServicesCALL US: +1 239 405-8427

Scan or visit surroundtech.com/custom

We’ll do the hard work and hand you 
the keys to a finished quality product.

Turn Key 
Solutions



Surround’s Modernization Solutions Include:
• IBM i (AS/400, iSeries, System i) Modernization
• IBM z Systems Modernization
• Windows Application Modernization
• Web Application Modernization
• Database Modernization
• Automated Modernization
• Tool-assisted re-architecting/rewrite
• Business Rules Extraction

Increase Your  
Responsiveness

Reduce Your
Technical Debt

Eliminate Risk
and Lock-Ins

surroundtech.com/modernize
Scan or visit to learn how to quickly 

modernize your legacy system.

Surround Technologies revolutionizes the way you can modernize, transform, and replace your legacy systems 
and the speed in which you can do it. Reuse legacy interfaces, programs, and data that’s still useful, build new 
functionality your business needs, and evolve your applications continuously.

Software Modernization 
&Transformation



UX/UI Design

UI Testing

User Testing

Design Strategy

Working with you 
towards your goal.

We see what works
and could work better.

We ask the questions 
that count.

We know design matters
to your users.

UX Analysis
Have a system? 
We can lend a helpful eye.

UX Services 
for all your 
needs
Analysis and Design 
to gain the greatest 
productivity

surroundtech.com/ux
Scan or visit to learn how to quickly 
modernize your legacy system.



Responsive to any device
Your users want a responsive application that gives them the ability to achieve their  
objectives quickly and effortlessly from any device. They are looking for an experience 
so engaging, intuitive, and effective that the tool itself becomes invisible. Just a natural  
part of their day-to-day functions. For the business, there is lasting daily ROI found in  
optimizing this experience and, at Surround Technologies, we are driven to build  
the most efficient, mission-driven, and objective-focused Windows, Web, and Mobile 
Applications possible to produce truly superlative solutions.



Gain insight into your application  
portfolio and map a clear direction for 
your future business needs.

Surround Technologies has been helping 
companies better understand where they 
are and how to get to where they need to be 
with well defined plans that incorporate both  
tactical needs and long term strategic goals 
and can be executed in a cost and time frame 
appropriate for the business. These plans 
are based on an agile phased approach to  
development and delivery so that they can 
be easily adapted as business needs and  
technologies change. 

Plan the work, work the plan, measure the 
progress, assess the process, and modify 
where needed.  That’s a plan for success.

Application Development and Modernization 
can be hard and complex work and often  
difficult to align with business goals and  
objectives. Especially when technologies 
as well as your goals and objectives are  
constantly changing. Our consultants are here 
to guide you every step of the way, anytime 
you need it to guide you successfully to your 
goal.

Strategy & Discovery
Understand where you are and where you need to be

[         ]Plan the work, 
work the plan.

surroundtech.com/strategy
Scan or visit to learn the best
path to success.



surroundtech.com/training
Scan or visit to see what courses are

going on right now.

We offer public courses at our Surround  
Offices that are open to anyone. Having 
your staff away from the office can put a full 
focus on learning.

We can also conduct our courses at your  
company’s facility or a location of your 
choice. We can customize our courses to 
meet the unique needs of your organization. 
Your staff will learn in the comfort and  
convenience of their own environment. This 
can sometimes minimize interruptions to 
your daily business operations.

Your education does not have to end when 
you leave the classroom. Utilize Surround’s 
experienced consultants to help apply what 
is learned in class. By working side-by-
side with your staff on your project, we can  
provide skills transfer, answer any questions, 
and help apply what was learned in class  
to your unique situation.

Public & On-site 
Courses Mentoring

Spark a new fire of creativity in your organization – train your team in new skills. Being aware 
of and fully competent in all the features and capabilities of ever-evolving technologies allows  
developers to see new opportunities to apply them. New ideas then just seem to sprout up  
everywhere, and business challenges get met with inventive solutions. Besides starting a landslide of 
innovation in your organization, you’ll be making an investment in your staff. Giving them new skill sets 
engages them in a fresh way. It shows you value them and may be the best way to retain them, too.
 

Training & Education



Business Led Development 
and a Culture of Productivity

Productive User Experience
(UX)

Software Design
and Architecture

Modern Approach to
Application Modernization

Development
Efficiency

Accelerated Software 
Development

We look at the interests of the Business, the Users, and the 
Development Team to birth the right plan from the start. All the 
while instilling a Culture of Productivity where the results matter.

Pull back the covers on how important the subtleties of the 
user interface and interaction are to real productivity. Usability
is a relatively young science and we’ve studied it deeply.

Great architecture allows you to quickly adapt your software  
to changing business needs while minimizing any technical 
debt, significantly reducing current and future efforts and costs.

An evolutionary process that adapts legacy systems at your 
pace. It addresses immediate tactical needs as well as strategic 
long-term goals through low-risk, agile, incremental releases.

Gain insight into how you can get the job done fast with the 
best results possible because speed is great, but Results 
are what matter. Don’t worry, we show you how to get both.

Our overarching strategy for developing better software, faster. 
Speed is key to developer productivity, and it can be found 
without sacrificing user productivity or architectural elegance 
and flexibility. It’s like having super powers.

Developing Smarter
We’ve learned from experience, so customers can benefit from proven processes

Developing Smarter doesn’t just happen.  
It took years of experience working hand-in-hand with clients and users to create a process 
which delivered success time and time again. Visit surroundtech.com/smarter or scan 
the QR Code to learn more about how the processes below translated to real-world ROI.



Norfolk Iron and Metal Delivers Again and Again with Accelerator
Norfolk Iron and Metal, one of the nations largest carbon steel providers used Surround  
Technologies’ Accelerator to deliver multiple solutions that increated productivity and  
user-satisfaction company wide.  More on the way.

Seaboard Marine Modernizes Dispatching System
A new driver dispatching system that integrates modernized legacy IBM i screens with new 
functionality is paying big dividends for Seaboard Marine, a shipping company serving 
the US, Central America, South America, and the Caribbean.

Museum of Modern Art Slashes Visitor Costs using Accelerator
Museum of Modern Art slashes visitor costs with Accelerator-built application.  
Surround’s Tool not only modernizes, it also cut development time 75 percent.

Reviews are everything
Read what customers are saying about Accelerator

Do you buy something without checking the reviews first? We don’t either.   
Don’t just take our word for it - Read reviews from customers who’ve experienced what  
Accelerator has done for them already.  Visit surroundtech.com/portfolio to see case 
studies about our customers and learn about their projects, from concept to completion. 



TRY IT FREE:  SURROUNDTECH.COM/TRIAL
NEED HELP OR HAVE QUESTIONS? CALL US: +1 239 405-8427

We know that seeing is believing, so we invite you 
to see what Accelerator can do for you. 

Download the Accelerator for FREE today and start 
producing systems for Windows, Web, and Mobile 
seamlessly and easily in minutes, not months.

New Jersey Office 
650 Bloomfield Ave. 
Suite 102
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
p. 973.743.1277
f.  973.743.1278

Florida Office 
9410 Corkscrew Palms Cir.
Suite 204
Estero, FL 33928
p. 239.405.8427

24x7
e-mail: info@surroundtech.com 
web:     www.surroundtech.com

         /surroundtech

         /surroundtech

         /company/surround-technologies    

BUILD POWERFUL APPLICATIONS FAST


